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Philippa Armstrong

Microfiction
From the Editor

Hi and welcome to the winter edition of Roomers.
When the call out was first made for submissions to
this issue I had a theme in mind. I asked our writers
to create pieces of microfiction - that is storytelling
which is created using the least words possible to
tell a tale. There is no set minimum for the word
count, or at least nothing that can be agreed on,
but the craft is in being able to tell a full story with
well-defined characters, setting and plot in as few
words as possible.

immediacy of the microfiction format the project
offers a great opportunity for our Roomers writers
to reach new audiences in a unique public location.
We will be running a series of workshops over
July, both in St Kilda and also at Federation Square
that will explore our relationship to Federation
Square as a public place. The writing created in
these workshops will then be shown on the giant
screen over the festival. Please call me for further
information if you are interested in participating.

That was the plan. And it was a good plan. And we
devoted a number of workshops to learning how
to write microfiction. But just as it’s tricky to define
exactly what microfiction is it’s also tricky to limit
the Roomers writers to one style of writing. So in
this issue we have a fabulous compendium of
mainly microfiction, and also poems, postcards
and opinion pieces.

And now for the bad news. For the remainder of
2013 we have had to relocate from the Kilda Library
Community Room for our weekly writing workshops.
We have a new temporary home at the Betty Day
Centre, 67 Argyle Street, St Kilda Melways Map Ref
58 C9. We are also looking at running workshops
in various rooming houses around St Kilda. If you
think where you live would be suitable for a writing
workshop give me a call. Although having to relocate
for the rest of the year is disruptive, the workshops
have been running out of St Kilda Library for
seventeen years and this is an opportunity to try new
things and see how the workshops go in rooming
houses. At the very least I’m hoping to pick up some
new writers on the way……

One of the reasons we decided on microfiction as
a theme is because Roomers is taking part in an
exciting project called Flashing the Square that will
be a part of the 2013 Melbourne Writers Festival.
Flashing the Square is a curated text project
designed specifically for the Federation Square public
screen during the Melbourne Writers Festival which
runs from 22 August to 1 September. Combining
elements of contemporary public art with the

If you want to come to the workshops, give me a call
to confirm the location.
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The Last Mage
by Liam Jackson

“This is so fucking stupid”.
“This is Peyote and
That was Rose. J ignored it as best he could. It wasn’t his fault that the poor
Salvia mixed with
girls limited paradigm couldn’t comprehend the breadth of spiritual and magical
Cava,” He informed his
reality bending he was about to partake in.
‘apprentice’ “It opens
“No seriously, can we go inside, it’s cold.”
up gateways into the
J hissed at her between his teeth as he sketched out the last of the Seal on the
spirit realm. The ‘scribble’
ground. He was doing all this from memory, and he figured it LOOKED about right. as you called it, is a
“Can you please?” He sighed as he started patting himself down for a marker
Hermetic Seal, and when
“I am trying to communicate with powers far beyond mortal comprehension.
the Machine Elves start
I can’t do that with you harping on at me”.
appearing it’s going to
Rose rolled her eyes and sat down with a huff.
trap them for us”
“All you’ve done so far is scribble funny little circles in the ground and mutter
‘Please believe’ he
to yourself.....oh for god’s sake HERE!”
thought ‘it’s the only way
She threw an eyeliner pen at him with disdain and he surprisingly caught it.
this will work’.
While he may have been classified as ‘completely out of his mind’, the various
“Whatever” said Rose,
chemicals and herbs he frequently put into his system hadn’t affected his body.
and stepped forward
“Obliged m’dear’ J grunted, and began drawing the symbols of Jupiter and
Ah well, close enough.
Saturn on his hands. Mind and Matter.
“The hell is a ‘Machine
He would need both to summon what he wanted to.
Elf?” asked Rose.
“Are you done?” asked Rose, rolling a cigarette like it was a conspiracy.
“Creation spirits, sort of
“Yes actually love,” J replied “And don’t light that, you might scare them off”.
like Kami but a bit more
“Scare WHO off? We’re the only ones here! And from experience the people
basic. They ‘make’ things.
you live with are ATTRACTED to my tobacco!”
I have a theory that they
“Oh not those plebs, they won’t disturb us” J made a mental note that if anyone
are the leftovers from
DID come out; he was probably going to be unable to assist them. It was hard
when the universe was
enough taking one person over to the spirit world, let alone a whole group having
built, workers without a
an identity crisis. He imagined it was beyond them anyway, and they wouldn’t
cause. So they just sit
even make it past the second circle. They’d just sit there giggling at the pretty
around making things,
lights. Bloody Philistines.
things that technically
“Pass me that big bag of herbs” he said to Rose, procuring a hand in a dramatic
shouldn’t be able to exist.
and ceremonial fashion.
You know, four sided
Rose sighed and passed over a large bag of what appeared to be various roots
triangles, that sort of
and plants, and J placed them in a ceremonially decorated cup he apparently had
thing.”
been hiding on his person. He placed it slowly in the middle of the circle, and
“You mean a square”
emptied the contents of the package in.
said Rose with a sly grin.
“No I mean a four
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sided triangle. Look you’ll see
what I mean soon enough,” He
lit the herbs and coaxed a small
fire into the herb “They aren’t
particularly interesting but they
make a good first introduction.
Here step closer”.
Rose and J inhaled deeply from
the acrid smelling smoke, and
instantly a wave of calm washed
over them.
“Did everything just get
brighter?”
“Yes m’dear, the
portals open, watch
the centre of the
circle.”
Rose watched
for a few
seconds as the
world started
distorting
slightly. Her
sense of
perception
was skewing
rapidly. Her
feet seemed
closer to her
face, her hands a
million miles away.
J would have told
her not to panic, but
telling someone NOT to
panic made them TRY not
to panic and made them panic
all the more. She wasn’t ready for
the truths the ‘fear mushi’ could
unveil. Not yet at least.
“Oh wait!” she said “I see
colours!”
“Ignore them,” said J “those aren’t
spirits, just soul trails left behind
from sounds and other magi. Look
deeper, imagine a third eye in your
forehead and make it look INTO your
brain, then bend that line of vision
out with your eyes”.
After a few minutes, and a lot of
pretty patterns, Rose THOUGHT she
had it. It was a weird feeling, seeing
into your head then out again.
“WHOA!” she cried “What are
THEY!?”

“Small balls made of geometry?
Give off an aura of urgency?”
“Yeah!”
“That’s them,”
Rose was astounded, she has
just come here to get high, but the
lunatic was actually RIGHT! They
were tiny balls seemingly made

of patterns that had warped in on
themselves. They were constantly
splitting, but not into copies, in
fact each shape was geometrically
impossible. Cubes with 17 sides,
Spirals that went on forever and
ever, three pronged tridents with
only two spikes at the base.
“This is amazing!” said Rose and
she tried to reach out,
“They’re perfectly harmless, but
don’t try to touch one or it’ll pop. I
theorize that they created the world,
matter, spirits....hell everything. I
think they just like to show off now,
out of sheer boredom.”

J smiled as Rose sat agape
at the spirits in front of her.
Sometimes she’d giggle like a
child and shut her eyes for a
few seconds. J missed that, the
‘apprentice eye’ as he coined it.
After a while, you stopped being
amazed by what you saw. And at
that stage you either went insane,
or you tried to hold into your
sanity by quantifying what you
had seen.
In only a few minutes,
it was over. Salvia may
be a great portal, but
unfortunately it
didn’t keep open
very long.
“How do you
feel?” asked
J as he and
Rose got back
up shakily.
“Relaxed,
and calm, not
really happy
but....just
content with
the universe?”
“Congratulations,
you’ve just met
your first spirit.
Next week we’ll try
something a bit more
complicated, and go a little
deeper into the spheres.
Our universe is made of spheres.
We live in the first, that of matter.
Next is the mind that our mind
lives in. Beyond that are the three
spirit sphere’s....and beyond that
is the void.”
“The void?”
“Yes the void, total nothingness,
I only just recently broke through
to that part. I have no idea how
big it is, but it’s mostly just a big
ball of non existence. But you can
find some amazing spirits in there.”
“J...you’re nuts, but the good
kind of nuts”.
“Drink?”
“Always”.
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Getting Plaid
by Sir Sigmond Nigmour

You can’t photograph an exception
You can’t develop a defeat
And though you can create inflection
You can’t depress a pleat
You can’t bed an insurrection
You can’t dream of a belief
And th’while you can indulge a misdirection
You can’t save your last relief
You can want for introspection
You can want for Fir Elise
But you can’t say ‘Revolution’
Without securing your release
You can’t make a blessing gotten
You can’t fake a blessed feast
You can’t shake a feeling shockin’
You can’t flake a bluestone beast
You might need to seek a messing
You might need to mess with Seek(.com.au)
You will never count a blessing
If you spend your time at peace
I can hear you say ‘ah-schleshing’
I can hear you say ‘ah-schneet’
When a word means nought but ‘fessing
Don’t say ‘Sorry’ say ‘I’m leased!’
But if you want your guilts from sexing
Then sext me to my feet (0433007XXX)
These boots were paid by singing
This hat is for the street
My shirt is not for washing
These jeans they hold my seat
Mine eyes they are for blessing
This mouth it is a treat

I hold it for perception
Ne’er once does it repeat
For NOW is my perplexion…
‘Is my past complete?’
The future can’t be photographed
I said that from the start
I can barely draw a picture
‘Tis words that are my art
I once thinked I had wrote enough
So last winter went to mart
And bought a brand new overcoat
I even bought a cart
The horse is still in Swanston Street
Her dam is there for sure
I don’t get paid for anything
I would rather much procure
For buying is not my sweepstake
For sweeping is not my cure
I wept for the Prime Minister
For copping that manure
I wept for my ex-lassie
She decided on some kids
My baby’s at the publisher
My baby might have SIDS
You can’t photograph a confidence
You can’t imagine a deceit
But once I’ve made a confluence
I’m sure to say I’m speaked.
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Swimming in Frank’s Shoes
by Joanna O’Donnell
I became a member of your family last month,
Frank. It was initially terrifying – a new house,
strangers all around, speaking in a southern
German Dialect. I was swimming in unknown waters.
I guess your mum and dad and younger brother
were curious about me too, with my long hair and
Australian fashions. I was a shivering wreck in a
‘rip curl’wind cheater.
As time passed, I eased into everyday situations.
Familiarity began to evolve between your family
and me. I learned when TV was watched, who took
showers in the morning, and I discovered the knack
of turning on the hot
and cold taps to just
the right amount.
At one stage I
could even take
part in mealtime
discussions, which
was satisfying to
your family and
exciting to me.
I knew when to
wake-up, Frank,
what to say, and
slowly my room
started looking like
my own in Australia.
I had seen you
around the house,
Frank. Your picture
was located in
various places. At
first I thought you
were a ‘pen-pal’ or the other boy who had stayed
in the house; the student from France. But no, you
were different Frank, much closer to home. I learned
of your intimacy with the family and I could see the
resemblance. I began to peer at photos, assessing
you by how you looked. I figured out your character,
your interests and even your manner. Did I stereotype
you Frank?
Your father began to give away more about you.
I looked through the years of your life, saw you
growing up, saw you change.
Your brother, Gerard, showed me your room.
Impressive, Frank, quite impressive. All those clothes,
the CD player, the computer, the awards. Someone
explained that you had planned to go to Egypt. All
your equipment was laid out ready to go. Were you
disappointed, Frank?
One day I slipped into your room by myself. The
door didn’t creak – it was always left half open. I
stood and slowly looked around your room. Did you

notice me, Frank? Your desk looked used – I felt as
if I could sit there and write. Your jackets were hung
out, so as not to get creases. How long had they
hung there, Frank? Your bottle of Southern Comfort
was almost finished and your trophies had recently
been dusted. On the shelf were your riding gloves
and helmet. But that was your old helmet. Frank?
You were using the new one.
Although they never directly say so, your family
love you dearly. Your mother withholds her feelings,
perhaps her deepest thoughts are not yet settled.
Your younger brother holds a deep respect for you
which is never directly mentioned. He wants to take
up your way of living and be successful at whatever
he undertakes.
I think you are in
his thought often.
Mr Haug, your
father, is very
open about you.
He talks of your
stamp collecting
and your expensive
camera. His face
lights up and he
smiles when you
are discussed.
I see that you
are very close
to your father.
I can understand
that – he is an
exceptional man.
Your father also
smiles when we
discuss Julia.
Your sister’s child was born only a matter of months
before you left. Julia is spoiled by her grandparents
– your mother and father – and, adored by everyone,
especially her mum who cherishes Julia’s every
moment.
Julia may never understand what she has meant
to the family – she is young and naïve – but she has
helped greatly, I can tell.
A lot can be learned from the Haug family. Slowly
I found out more and more about their missing son
and brother. On the last day of my visit, your mum
called me into the living room and quickly flicked
through the album containing your funeral notice and
the pictures of your coffin. The flowers were superb
Frank, I felt honoured. The last part of the bond had
been formed. It was as if finally, a permanent bond
between you, your family and me was completed.
I knew then that I would never forget. We then sat
down to our last meal. Where was your place at the
table, Frank? Was I sitting there?

In Other Words
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There are some people who take everything
personally. My friend Norman takes everything literally!
Recently he moved to a new neighbourhood and was
almost arrested at the local laundromat. He’d noticed
a sign on his washing machine that read “When light
goes out, please remove all your clothing immediately.”
Fortunately the woman at the next machine stopped
him. Admittedly she waited until he was down to his
socks, but at least she was nice enough to give him
her phone number – and to invite him to a “welcome
to the neighbourhood party.”
The first time that I noticed Norman’s unusual trait
was when he was a young teller at a Bank and I was
his supervisor. One of our customers, Mrs Monroe
was depositing her weekly takings. Ever so charmingly
she said to Norman…… “Young man, would you
mind putting one of your lovely stamps on my butt?”
Norman turned bright red and stammered, “B..but
we’re not like that, Mrs Monroe. We’re a professional
organization…we’re…”
“Norman!” I said sternly from my desk. “I need
to see you for a moment”, as I smiled sweetly at
Mrs Monroe “She means stamp her deposit book!”
I muttered “Oh!” said Norman, relieved, but flustered.
“Of course, Mrs Monroe There you are! Thank you for
bonking with us – I mean banking, banking!”
Norman’s idiosyncrasy with taking everything
literally began when he was just a small boy. His father
was in the Navy and was always away fighting what his
mother Hilary called “those horrible little people who
don’t have any table manners.” Mummy made sure
that Norman’s table manners were perfect – and she
didn’t seem to mind that Daddy was never at home
– in fact, she seemed to have a rather exciting social
life, often asking a neighbour to stay with Norman, so
that she could “trip the light fantastic”, as she called
it. Norman always wondered why on earth Mummy
would enjoy tripping over so many times, even if
she landed lightly. Surely there was nothing fantastic
about it! Why couldn’t she just stay home and watch
“Maverick” on television with him?
One night Hilary actually arrived home with a broken
ankle – and a bottle of gin. She had obviously forgotten
about falling lightly that night…..
……..but the night that vividly remained in Norman’s
memory was when Mummy wandered into his
bedroom to kiss him goodnight, after one of her nights
out tripping. He had already been asleep for six hours,
but that didn’t worry Mummy! She said, “Wake up
Norman. Mummy has had such a good night!....and
she’ll be right back to tell you ALL about it - as soon as
she takes her face off!”
Terror struck at Norman’s little heart! What was
Mummy going to look like without her face!! He had
only seen that once on television, when an alien had
landed at Dodge City– but this was his own mother!
Should he call for help from his neighbour?

Norman never discovered what his mother looked
like without her face because, when she came back
to his bedroom, his little knuckles were locked in
fear, holding the blankets up to his tightly shut eyes,
pretending to be asleep again. He only knew it was
Mummy from the whiff of Helena Rubenstein perfume,
with a slight aroma of gin.
Occasionally Daddy came home from teaching those
people in far lands about table manners. Mummy didn’t
go out at all then, but Norman noticed that the empty
gin bottles at the back of the chook shed had started to
mount up. Mummy knew that Daddy never went down
there, because he was afraid of the chooks! Mummy
said that Daddy was once nipped in the nuts and bolts
by a chook – and it had scarred him for life. Norman
wondered how Daddy could have been attacked by a
chook that was simply rummaging around in the tool
box in the garage. Perhaps he had been tripping the
light fantastic at the time and had fallen into the tool
box. Norman couldn’t imagine Maverick ever being
afraid of a chook!
Speaking of garages, Norman’s favourite pastime
used to be going to garage sales - until he realized that
it was actually lots of others things that were sold, not
just garages. In fact Norman said that he had never
once seen a garage for sale at a garage sale. He wrote
a letter to the local council asking that they change the
name to, “Everything except garages sale.” He’s still
waiting on their reply.
After Norman had been at the Bank about two years,
a new girl, Maryanne, started working there. Norman
liked helping Maryanne learn how to be a good teller.
They even went out to lunch together one day - and
Norman noticed that Maryanne had excellent table
manners. She even folded her McDonalds serviette
neatly, before they went back to the bank. Norman
decided to ask Maryanne out on a date – he decided
to make it the 17th May. They went to a concert at
the Myer Music Bowl, where Norman was surprised
to hear a few people talking about tripping the light
fantastic. Surely these people couldn’t all be Mummy’s
friends!
One night Maryanne said to Norman, “Norman,
we’ve been going out for a while now. Why don’t you
stay at my place tonight?” “Oh all right Maryanne”,
replied Norman, “I’d like that.” “Norman, I have a
secret to tell you,” said Maryanne. “No one has ever
stayed overnight before. You’ll be the first man to see
me without my face on.”
Once again terror struck at Norman’s heart…. but
something else had also found its way to his heart
…. love. “Don’t worry Maryanne”, replied Norman.
“I was in the Boy Scouts – and besides The Twilight
Zone was one of my favourite TV shows. You’re the love
of my life Maryanne…… and perhaps some time….
we could even…..trip the light fantastic together??”

Words by Susan Morrison
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Artwork by Jem Buckley
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by Chiara Scarabicchi

On a peaceful and quiet summery morning,
amongst dogs on leads and a few mums walking
their prams, Molly’s usual stroll on the promenade
revealed to her a day of a very different flavour.
She had decided to go for a walk that Tuesday
because now she had all the time in the world.
“To clear my head,” she said to her boyfriend
before leaving. Of course Molly needed time
to think, time to heal after what she had been
through. What she had to endure was awful
and excruciating.
“It will take weeks, months, maybe even
years to completely recover, but don’t give
up. Take it easy and gradually adjust to the
idea of planning another pregnancy. One
day it will happen, don’t you worry; but
it will need more time than expected.”
That was what the doctor told her
when he finally let her leave the
hospital, three days ago.
Molly was still weak and
emotionally very unstable, certainly
not ready yet to be shaken by
anything or anyone, especially by
what she was about to face on
the beach. What she discovered
scared the hell out of her, leaving
marks on her already wounded
soul so deep and penetrating
that she wouldn’t ever be able
to wash them out.
Everything happened in
seconds but felt like slow
motion to her. She had just
reached the far end of the
pier, ready to turn and walk
back towards the city,
when something caught
her eye.
A sparkle among
the rocks of the
breakwater, made
more vivid by the
rays of the midday
sun, couldn’t pass
unnoticed, but it
seemed that she
was the only
one who paid
attention. She
knew that
there were
only nests in
between the
rocks, for the
breakwater

was home to a colony of little penguins. However,
it was too early for them to be coming back from the
sea as they swim and waddle back only at sunset.
“So, what is it?” she asked to herself.
A weird and odd feeling possessed her while
walking towards the unknown object, a feeling of
dread, but she was too curious to leave it alone. She
wanted to know what kind of animal it was, possibly
trapped or injured, or perhaps it was just a can of
Coke carelessly thrown away. Molly started to think
of a myriad of things to explain that bizarre twinkling.
She bent down to reach the rocks, not without
difficulties for it was very slippery down there thanks
to seagrasses and mud, but eventually she got there,
avoided getting soaked and was determined to
discover something worth the hazard. She reached
in for what apparently happened to be, to her great
disappointment, just a modest bracelet.
And that was the exact moment when reality
struck her. With horror and disgust, she jumped to
her feet and started running backwards, breathless
and numb, fighting to find the words to cry for help.
What Molly found was so unexpected that she
couldn’t believe she was wide awake in the light of the
day, almost afternoon by then, and not on a movie set.
“Oh my God! Oh dear God! What do I do? What
am I supposed to do? A hand, in the middle of
nowhere. And I had to discover it? Why me? I can’t
breathe. Jesus, I feel so sick I’m going to throw up.
What is this, a joke? Is it for real? Oh Lord, and I
thought it was only a bracelet, but there’s more of it!
She dropped the hand, drew back a few steps and
found herself sitting on one of the rocks. She began
to think about the reasons hidden behind that act,
“Why did someone do this to that poor woman?”
who she assumed was the only sure possible owner
of a pink gold plated bracelet. Then, “What happened
to her, where is the rest of her body?” she almost
yelled out loud.
Lots of questions with no answers, not yet anyhow,
made her feel impotent, inadequate and not ready to
take care of such a thing that she couldn’t even name.
The only thing that Molly was sure of just then was
that she had a clue, the sole one able to trace the
woman’s identity and hopefully give her family some
closure. There was a bracelet and a hand, she would
give them to the police. “They know their stuff, they
will know what to do with them, they’ll find out who
she was, they’ll find her address, maybe she had a
husband and some kids, maybe she was a kid herself,
or maybe…” she couldn’t stop racking her brain
on the outcome of the future police investigation,
forgetting momentarily about the real piece of
evidence, which was lying on the ground in front of
her. That mercilessly clean cut hand she found on a
typical Tuesday morning along the beach.
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The Storm
by Trevor Brown
Mekalah awoke slowly as the light
streamed through the window.
‘Who left the window open…’ she
wondered as she turned over and
put her arm over the warm body
next to her. Slowly Graham awoke
and looked into her eyes and
kissed her on the lip as he cuddled.
After a bit of love play they arose
and started breakfast. Mekalah put
the kettle on while Graham turned
on the TV. A voice was saying
something about the weather; he
moved closer trying to hear as
Mekalah brought his cuppa in.
“Hey babe here is your…”
“Sshh, I need to hear this…”
he said.
“Well ok…”
“…Extreme weather expected to
arrive in the next ten minutes and
everyone in the Oven’s Valley and
especially the small township of
Bright need to leave immediately!”
the voice said.
Mekalah gave Graham a thump
on the shoulder, “Ahh thanks for
bringing me here, now we have
to leave.”
After grabbing their bags and
phones they headed out finding
the sky dark with thunder and
lightning running overhead. The
building shook as thunder erupted
above them; lightning flowed
through the air hitting a nearby
power pole which exploded in
a shower of sparks and smoke.

“Time to leave…” Graham said as
he jumped into the driver side of
their car.
Mekalah didn’t say a thing nor did
Graham as they headed out and
started to drive along the highway.
Above them the darkened sky
started to twist as the wind
knocked a tree over and hail
started to fall.
For ten minutes they drove
without saying a word, their fears
etched on their faces as behind
them a tornado touched down
and destroyed a shed and home
sending debris high into the air.
The twister then jumped over
a kilometre to land directly in
front of Mekalah and Graham’s
car causing a tree to be pulled
from the ground and be dragged
across the road. Graham turned
the wheel as the vehicle crashed
through a fence and careered
across the open fields as debris
continued to be thrown into the
air behind them.
The sound closed in as Graham
was forced to slow down then
the vehicle jumped in the air as
they crossed a small waterway
and landed on all four wheels on
the other side. Graham pushed
the foot down when they found
a small track, while behind them
the twister increased in size and
speed and all the while seemingly
locked onto their every move….
Mekalah looked ahead and noticed
a small bridge crossing a river,
“Maybe we can shelter under the
bridge…” she yelled over the
sound of the crashing debris

continuing to close in on them as
the hail cracked the windscreen.
They arrived at the small bridge
and Graham put the 4WD into a
side spin and parked directly under
the stone construction, Mekalah
jumped out and quickly climbed
up into the structure then turned
around expecting Graham to be
right behind her.
Graham opened the door on the
opposite side of the vehicle and
went to step out as the tornado
bore down on their location
causing the bridge to shake and
bang in the wind. The wind then
took hold of the small S.U.V. and
shook it then dragged it from out
under the bridge with Graham
still struggling to get out. He was
thrown back into his seat as the
door was slammed shut.
Mekalah watched in horror as
the 4WD was pulled out and
dragged into the rotating storm
then was pulled apart by the wind
as she herself was pulled out
from under the bridge and
dragged high into the air…she
screamed as she was consumed
by the massive storm….
Mekalah awoke in an instant
covered in sweat and breathing
heavy after her nightmare then
she rolled over and slapped the
empty side of her bed. She sighed
as she lay her head down on the
pillow and slowly brought her
breathing back under control…
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Postcards from The Gatwick
by Wendy Butler
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To Sur - Realize by Paul Owens
To sur-realize the moment
To distill the air that separates us
While convenient attitudes
slide and shift to the left or the right
I plant my sixty fingers
In the hair of notions
Whilst the saxophone wears the murder of
The visceral chauffeur.
A rapid noiseless rubber tyre
Collapses, a cerebral pistol shot
Rings out,
Like a spermatozoidal ballet, as
A rigid ear emerges of it’s own volition
From the envelope and
Brutalizes the drapery,
The pretension of dripping blood
Pours into a vessel of gramophone banditry
But the bankers of language
Take their percentages and leave.
The umbrella of the brain is rented out
Between lunchtime and afternoon tea
And your urine revives the art of evolution.
We are a unique nothing,
Where arrows of a liquid sentiment
Are shot from the iris
As individual as fly shit
That is left scratching the surface
Of all truths revealing the lie underneath.
A chameleon transformation catapults
Your body in a viscous discharge that is
Made from the alcohol of purified sleep.
I am a fake!
Hooked on the kleptomania of words,
A drip that feeds the soft machine
Of twilight, pissing in the
Hole of reserved for sacred stupidities.
Meanwhile a computed algorithm
Spits out disagreeable or amorous
Ideas like a luminous waterfall
Exposed and indiscriminate with the
Inability to distinguish between
Shit or honey.
The fatigue of neon management
Is impotent to reinvention
Just as a lack of design is
Impervious to everything but
hatred and cowardice as the
Venom of the masses is
Injected into the architecture
of the anthem of the hero where the
Curiosity shop of the heroine gazes on.
Measured by the scale of eternity
All activity is vain.
Carrying your cross, you lick the
Crumbs off the rim of
Brutal caresses to endure
The constant tidal erosion of
Self amongst an ocean of
Egocentric larks tongues lash out
Populated by multiple choice.

Blunt Instrument Au Go – Go
by Paul Harper
12

Colour moon a lake . Hash Wednesday . Paris in . Yaw
to deviate temporarily . Boothby & straight . Boothby & yore .
Rasa & yesterday . Crown & Murrays today tomorrow . Rasa
tomorrow like now . Wipe . Out . Try the red . Keys the white .
Crown & Murrays the black . Evolution & precisely . Probe
the inevitable . Fact . Within . Probe the division of social .
Relationships an independent . Existence a division . Within .
Far the life so far far . Personal & Murrays . Far of labour .
Conditions pertaining to Rasa . Rasa Rasa Boothby & Boothby .
Tax returns Ampersand the cat . Smash repairs Ampersand
the cat . Cake decorating Ampersand the cat . Feed the haggle .
Your eyes put soap . Your hair count puts Kim . Undermined
is Kim Cartesian ? Mr Broadband King William or Norwegian
Something Else ? Daddy - O . Rasa . Forces & North Sea
Boothby . Murrays . Murrays . Murrays . Crown . Crown . Crown .
Crown . Murrays . Murrays . Intelligent molecules release . Moon
& Rasa . Boothby & lake .The stars their glitter . Irrevocably .
Janet’s Fast Flash Un Fiction
by Janet De Longville
What makes a life worth living? How would I get from aged
eight to sixty six without too many scars?
I established for myself that mother had a good wicket.
She had carved out a life for herself. She loved Melbourne’s
winter and sat beside a wood fire day after day and created
garments saying that the devil makes work for idle hands.
I wasn’t interested in him/her either. I sat in front of that same
fire, with very little effort, transfixed by the flames and an
endless stream of consciousness.
The world was full of people doing stuff. I wanted a
contemplative existence. A monastic life seemed ideal for me
but there was sure to be plenty of ‘stuff’ to do behind those
walls.
Dare to dream. Hardly the scientific method but I’ve done my
10,000 hours – of sitting!
Someone we know by Simon Sewell
`His name was Harvey and he was in partnership with Peter at
Hawthorn Shower Screens. Harvey was noted for christening
people with nicknames. He described his partner as Yards Of
Carefulness, as his partner was very tight-fisted with a quid.
Our mad Irish mate was known as The Ting, for upon embracing
some new scheme he would announce “The ting is.”
I was called Five Different People Running Around In Five
Different Directions At The Same Time. Another of our crew;
Tony was The Tailors Dummy Who Worked For An Upmarket
Shoe Retailer And Always Had The Best To Go With The Rest
Of His Attire Which He Displayed Immaculately.
Of another work mate he coined the nickname One Of The
Hattams Of Hattams Stores With Whom I Had Been At School
With. Now They Have Made Some Money They Are Desperately
Trying To Buy Respectability.
I bought an aged Holden utility from Harvey and Peter. It was
nicknamed The Flying Shower Screen because the company
name was emblazoned on its side. If that ute could talk, the
stories it would tell.
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Glitter across the
universe she glides…
Whilst the night is young
She flies,
She reigns so quietly no
one can hear her
Come or go
The spirit abounds and
comes and goes
With every mood she
sways back and forth
In her transparence she
vanishes like the
Angel she appears as
the evening
Transpires!
Glitter follows her
throughout her universe
Glitter flies
Glitter flows away
amongst her magical
Beauty
New for her…
Glitter!
NO!
Glitter and glamour
have always been hers…
Flying around the
universe which she
owns…
The sun she owns as well
as the earth and its moon
She flies around…
Where she flies to no
one knows
Glitter follows
Wild and strong
Her toughness is
NEVER to be broken
Centuries old she is
perhaps
But looks young
She is deceptive with
her long blond hair!
Sparkles in her eyes

Glitter in her hair
Crystals she adorns on
her clothes
She flies onwards until
dawn
Cave life is for her
during the day
Sleeps on chiffon,
silk and lace
Brushing her hair
Tying it up before
slumber drifts around
She sleeps
On chiffon, silk and lace
Her life is carefree as
she’s a spirit
Never to be destroyed
For spirits live
FOREVER!
Spirits live forever
Always live forever
They are treasured
in flight
They reign the universe
Where they go is for
them to know
Spirits always come
and go
With their crystals flying
high up into the night
Circling the EARTHS
moon
For you see
No one understands
spirits
For spirits are
young and free
Never to be destroyed
Spirits to be here
forever…
Sleeping in her cave
On chiffon, silk and lace…
Glitter settles into
slumber so deep
Before another night
Up!
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It was a dark and stormy
night. I was given a lift by
two young men I’d just
met for the first time at
Matilda’s birthday party in
her flat in Fitzroy. Matilda
met a man there; Bob,
who reminded her of
her brother-in-law, a tall,
darkly handsome
and mild
mannered man.

“Take me to the nearest
hotel.” I demanded. I’m
exhausted. It’s after
midnight and I need to
sleep in a proper bed.”
Obligingly they took
me to the Artillery Arms,
a hotel nearby.

I dismissed the incident
as a product of an over
tired mind. It was most
peculiar though as I
had not heard “voices”
before.
Once again I closed my
eyes. Once again as I

Days later
I learnt the
previous
occupant of
the room was
a woman
suffering from
stomach cancer.
A regular visitor
to the poor
woman was
a doctor who
when feeling her
stomach caused
her to scream
in pain. She had
confided to the
other residents
of the hotel
that she felt
like a bear was
devouring her
insides.

Bob invited
everyone
to continue
the party in
his home in
Dandenong. And
that is when the
two young men
offered me a lift.
Initially I was
happy for the
lift but as
time moved
on I became
extremely
anxious. Their car
was an old bomb
that rattled along
the road. Also
their window
wipers kept
stopping so they
were not able
to see to follow
Bob’s white Holden.
Finally they stopped at
a dead end announcing
that they had completely
lost Bob. So they were
simply going to stop,
drink a few beers and
wait the storm out.
Suddenly I panicked.
I did not want to spend
the night in a parked
car with two drunken
strangers, no matter how
pleasant they seemed.

When a friend in the past
had talked about seeing
a grey ghost pacing the
floor at night, I told her
she had been working
too hard. Now after my
experience, I believed
that they, and indeed
I, had encountered the
spirit world.

Checking into a single,
comfortable room I
immediately flopped on
top of the bed. I had not
even taken off my clothes
or showered beforehand.
As soon as I closed my
eyes I heard screams and
felt someone prodding
my stomach. The instant
I opened my eyes, the
screaming and prodding
stopped. No one was in
the room except me and
both door and window
were locked.

was drifting off I heard
screams in the room and
felt someone prodding
my stomach. And once
again when I opened my
eyes both the screaming
and the prodding ceased.
Previously I had not
uttered a cross word to
a living soul in my life,
nor swore or cussed,
but the next time the
prodding started I spat
out “Piss off!”

I empathised
with the
troubled spirit
and devoured all the
literature I could find
claiming to prevent or
help fight cancer. For
instance, turmeric is a
rich source of curcumin,
a polyphenol with a
strong anti-inflammatory
effect. It can help fight
cancer, Alzheimer’s,
and other inflammatory
diseases. In memory of
the woman who could
not rest in peace I now
share such information
with others.
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Baby successfully sues
high profile toy company
By politically motivated correspondent

Baby became visibly distressed and cried upon
receiving a doll with similar facial features a court
heard today.
A single mother and her newly born son successfully
sued a toy company today for illegal use of likeness
and subsequent suffering and distress.
The mother and son, both whom refuse to be
named, declined to disclose the amount of
compensation received.
The mother stated quite openly however that
“six figures can’t make up for what has been done.
I plan to appeal as soon as possible” she said “for
all those oppressed by toy companies.”
A spokesman for the mother and child held a press
conference in which he stated
“There is no doubt as to the distress caused by that
doll. I witnessed the child look deeply into the eyes
of the doll, as if asking could I be a clone? Before
bursting into tears.”
Unable to contain his emotions any further, the
spokesman and witness for the mother was forced to
step aside, allowing the lawyer for the new family to
conclude by saying, “We are pleased with the result
though the amount of compensation is laughable.”

He went on to claim that it was stating a case in
which Arnold Schwarzenegger successfully sued
a toy company for using his likeness, that swayed
the court’s decision.
When asked as to the amount of compensation, the
lawyer refused to disclose the amount but went on to
say “It’s a landmark case and the toy company is outta
business, but we want to make it more landmark.”
A spokeswoman for the toy company read aloud
a written speech for the press in which she
apologized to welfare groups in Africa for being
unable to support their efforts to feed and give toys
to starving children of impoverished areas. When
asked how the now bankrupt toy company planned
to pay further compensation the spokeswoman
choked back tears and said
“We have won many awards over the years. Some for
our humanitarian work, some for our fair treatment
of our employees, several awards for excellence
in toy safety and one Nobel Peace Prize. Since all
our employees and several aid groups have been
forced into bankruptcy trying to meet the initial
compensation, these awards, though priceless, will
have to be melted down to meet the cost of any
further claims for compensation made by the plaintiff.”
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The Musician By Joe Frederick and G.K.M
His eyes are low He waits for his call to come
Time out
on stage for this return performance
through illness talks in the back of his mind Time
out! Yeah time out. A very threatening problem
to be over come! The though rattles confidence
a little. But he is a professional And real professionals don’t come apart
He simply needs to
refind touch As he breathes deeply he searches
back through past great songs
And has been
to the great heights. And help will come his way
Confidence in his own ability On stage now!
He has become alive and alert now. Not looking down. Eyes seek the crowd Appreciates the
warm applause. Now there is nothing else Finding the moment the musical talent flows. He has
the band And he has his place. In that smooth
unified groove he commands his place Holds his
own, and more. He wins the audience. They love
the band His backing is strong. Solos excelling.
Musician and his music reunited People rally in
ovation! Dedicated to Mal Logan with humble
respect and due appreciation to his position in the
Australian Popular music industry and for allowing
this private insight and use of his name. Better still,
he actually liked it!
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Part Two by Dean Briggs

Further investigations combined
with long term observations of you
lead me to believe in a quantum of
contradictions
From radiantly delightful to just plain
head-but.
This seemly inarticulate list is endless,
what can l say after all l am talking
about you
You full blow Cheshire Cat with your
eyes beaming wide as your grin.
You Helen of Troy with a poor women’s
non walk in wardrobe
you intrinsic vision of Pi and other
valued numbers
You rainbow little minx.
You fleet footed vixen.
You small song bird released
You voice
You helpless little creature
Can’t help but love you
Blissfully heartfelt ignorant indulgent
stubborn self aware are you
you contemporary ‘Bardot’.
You bring some old school
that touch of spice, more Bond than
Bond girl.
Driven not stirred
Don Quixotic of your eternal quest to
catalogue adventures.
Troubled by the task of differentiating
true warm words of mouths
from the lips of common undie
whisperers
keen of hearing and continually
disappointed in the prospect of a future
real love
not wanting to be just the meat in any
one man’s diet
What is like?
Where is love?
Trust takes time says Einstein
BEAT BEAT!

PPHA Tenants
and Residents
Art Exhibition
You without x-ray eyes.
Armed only with a personal history
dictionary
you take the world on.
with all its windmills
just beware of talking 3D donkeys.
You already know not to kiss Toads
you crazy fuckin bitch
Of course I raise you up!
My heart gives me little choice
it gives me none at all
BEAT BEAT BEAT
My dancing fool
savant to a tempo that only ancient
muses once communed to well before
Doof Doof
unassuming catalyst
joyous rhythmic beacon to any
congregation
slave to the moment
vessel to the music of movement
yet fully coherent
and shiny
beat beat beat beat beat
my fountain of youth
my ever ready bunny
my heart on the sleeve
my little lemming
forgive me for not keeping step
for if I could I would grace you in stride.
In a smooth flowing flux
To the beat. To the beat.
BEAT BEAT
It is what it is.
I find myself with you.
As always
Enamoured, Patient and lost
To have and have not.
With no diminishing returns for invested
feelings.
Based on love and like and trust.
There lies only eternity.
Still, another long memorable snog
would be nice
S’pose a fuck i’d be out of the
question?

Port Phillip Housing
Association Ltd are
planning a community
led art exhibition as part
of the Social Inclusion
Week in November
2013. We know there are
many talented tenants
with artistic skills and
interests living in PPHA
properties.
The starting place:
The Art Exhibition project
will allow PPHA tenants
to work together with
PPHA staff, voluntary
organisations and other
community groups to
exhibit their work and
explore other social
opportunities. Tenants
will have the opportunity
to build stronger
relationships with each
other, with PPHA and
to engage with external
agencies such as local
galleries and business
partners.
Everyone has a story to
tell and this art exhibition
is an opportunity for our
tenants to showcase
their hidden or not so
hidden talents. This
project is not just for
emerging or established
artists but is open for all
tenants to participate,
exhibit and to play an
important role.
If you wish to discuss
or hear more about
this project, please
contact your Tenancy
Management Officer
on 9534 5837.

Writing Workshops
Our weekly writing workshops happen every Tuesday 1:30 – 3:30.
The workshops are free and held in the community room of
St Kilda Library, 150 Carlisle St. You don’t need to book or ring,
just turn up with paper and a pen.
It’s a great way to explore and polish your writing skills with
a friendly bunch of people, amazing tutors and afternoon tea.
So please drop in.
For more information call Philippa on 0413 024 528

#53
How about becoming a friend of Roomers?
For as little as $40 per year you can help Roomers keep going.
We are always in search of funds to continue publishing Roomers as
a quarterly magazine and running weekly creative writing workshops.
Friends of Roomers receive:
4 copies of Roomers posted annually
Invitations to any spoken word/performances and launches
Your name listed in the friends section of the magazine
A warm and fuzzy feeling in your belly
Individual (low income): $40 per year
Individual (cashed up): $50 per year
Not for profit organisations: $60 per year
Others: $90 per year

We want you!
We want your stories and poems and songs and articles
and musings and photos and artwork…
And we want them now.
When you send things in please include your name and address so
we can contact you. We never print people’s addresses and you can
be anonymous if you like a little mystery in your life.
Contact Philippa Armstrong on 0413 024 528
or leave a message on 9531 1954 or write to
PO Box 57 Elwood 3184 or send us an email
roomersmag@yahoo.com.au

